
Brilliant ideas to get your students thinking creatively about 
polar exploration, with links across a wide range of subjects 
including maths, art, geography, science and literacy.

FOCUS ON TRANSPORT



WHAT? WHERE? WHEN? WHO?

This object is part of the collection at the Polar Museum, Scott Polar Research Institute in Cambridge  ̶  see more online at: www.spri.cam.ac.uk/museum

DOG HARNESS 
This harness was worn by a dog when pulling a sledge. It was used on the 
International Trans-Antarctica Expedition 1989–90. This was one of the last 
Antarctic expeditions to use dogs.

The harness is made from red textile webbing lined with orange synthetic 
fleece. The ring is made of metal. The inside of the harness is marked in 
black pen with ‘M’ (for medium size) and ‘Jocki’ (the name of the dog).

DID YOU KNOW?
Dogs were introduced to the Antarctic in 1899, and in 1994 the last dogs 
left the Antarctic continent forever. This had been agreed as part of an 
international treaty to preserve the wildlife of the Antarctic as there were 
concerns that diseases could be transferred from dogs to seals.

One of the strangest objects in the Polar Museum is a metal spoon from an 
Arctic expedition with a bite taken out of it by a hungry dog.

MORE DETAILS ABOUT THE OBJECT: bit.ly/PM-Y-91-1-8-20a

SHORT FILM ABOUT THIS OBJECT: www.vimeo.com/polarmuseum/transport

DOWNLOAD A HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGE: bit.ly/PM-resources

Accession number: Y: 91/1/8/20a – Dimensions: length: 970mm, width 220mm



ACTIVITY IDEAS FOR THE CLASSROOM
Visit our website for a short film about this object, high resolution image and more: www.spri.cam.ac.uk/museum

BACKGROUND ACTIVITY IDEA RESOURCES CURRICULUM LINKS
In February 1899, the British landed 75 
huskies in the Antarctic.

Consider why huskies were taken to the Antarctic in 1899. 
Compare different types of dogs. How are they different? 
How have they adapted to where they live?

Internet, maps, globe SCIENCE: adaptation, climate, 
observation, research
GEOGRAPHY: location, mapping

Dogs were often given themed names 
according to which team of nine dogs 
they were in. The pack leader was given 
preferential treatment by the handlers in 
order to retain the respect the dogs had 
for their leader.

Imagine that you are naming your own dog team. Some 
people look to the landscape for inspiration, others to 
the weather, while some go even further afield. Chose a 
theme and name your nine dogs accordingly. Can others 
guess what your theme is?

Research using maps, books, 
internet

LITERACY: Speaking and listening

All dog team commands are in 
Greenlandic. There are seven commands 
only: start, stop, right, left, faster, slower, 
pass on by.

Find out what the commands are in Greenlandic. Once 
you have mastered the commands in Greenlandic 
translate and learn them in another language. Share with 
the rest of the class. Are there any similarities?

Internet, dictionaries MFL: language of dog commands, 
translation, looking for common 
roots to words

Huskies were fed seal meat and some fish 
to keep their teeth clean.

Imagine that one dog would need to eat 1 tin of dog 
food per day. Work out how much food your husky team 
would need per day, week, month, and year. Now work 
out the associated costs and weight of food.

Price of a tin of dog food MATHS: addition, multiplication, 
money, weight

For the last remaining dogs, Antarctica 
was the only home they had ever known.

Listen to some music inspired by the Antarctic. Compose 
your own farewell to the Antarctic using a variety of 
instruments and voices. For an extra challenge, only use 
objects you might have at an Antarctic base camp, for 
example pots, pans, food tins or cutlery.

There is a wide range of music and 
sound effects online

MUSIC: evaluation, improvisation, 
performance



WHAT? WHERE? WHEN? WHO?

This object is part of the collection at the Polar Museum, Scott Polar Research Institute in Cambridge  ̶  see more online at: www.spri.cam.ac.uk/museum

MAN HAULING HARNESS
This harness was worn by a person when pulling a sledge – this was known 
as man-hauling. It was used on Captain Scott’s British National Antarctic 
Expedition 1901–04 (also called the Discovery expedition, after the ship). 

This harness was designed by Captain Robert Falcon Scott. It has a textile 
body belt, tubular lampwick straps, metal rings and buckles fixed in place 
with leather, and a rope for attaching to the sledge.

DID YOU KNOW?
Previous British polar expeditions in the Arctic had used harnesses made 
only of rope to pull sledges. Captain Scott introduced the wide textile belt 
and added adjustable textile shoulder straps. This made it better for pulling 
heavy loads and more comfortable to wear.

Expeditions took lots of lampwick with them to the Antarctic. As well as 
being used for the wick in lamps, it was frequently used to make and mend 
other objects. 

MORE DETAILS ABOUT THE OBJECT: bit.ly/PM-N-17

SHORT FILM ABOUT THIS OBJECT: www.vimeo.com/polarmuseum/transport

DOWNLOAD A HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGE: www.link.etc/abc123

Accession number: N: 17 – Dimensions: height: 565mm, width 725mm



ACTIVITY IDEAS FOR THE CLASSROOM
Visit our website for a short film about this object, high resolution image and more: www.spri.cam.ac.uk/museum

BACKGROUND ACTIVITY IDEA RESOURCES CURRICULUM LINKS
On his journey to the South Pole, via the 
Beardmore Glacier, Captain Scott aimed 
to walk approximately 10km a day.

Using a map, find Ross Island and the South Pole. 
Measure the distance between the two points. Discuss ‘as 
the crow flies’ versus a walking route. Measure the route 
via the Beardmore Glacier. What is the difference? How 
long would it take to walk this route?

Map of the Antarctic or Google Earth GEOGRAPHY: mapping and location
MATHS: time and distance

Man-hauling was usually done in teams. 
This meant that all the people on a team 
had to walk at a similar pace and speed.

Measure your individual stride lengths. Compare the 
stride lengths of the class. Measure your height. Does 
your stride relate to your height? Based on stride length, 
work out the most effective man-hauling teams in the 
class. How far could each team travel in a set time?

This is a good activity to start out in 
the playground with chalk and metre 
sticks.

MATHS: data, measuring and 
collecting data, graphs, speed, 
distance and time

Man-hauling teams had to walk at a 
steady pace and work together over long 
distances.

Measure out 1km, this could be a number of laps around 
the playground. In your man-hauling teams walk 1km in 
pace with each other. How long did it take? Were there 
any problems? If so, what were they?

School grounds, trundle wheels to 
measure distance, stopwatches to 
measure time

PE: activity for sustained periods of 
time, pace, using stopwatches, team 
work

Captain Scott’s expeditions were naval, 
and all the men were contractually bound 
to keep diaries.

Imagine you were part of a man-hauling team in the 
Antarctic in 1901. Pool words that could be used to 
describe the experience. Write a diary entry for that day. 
Compare your diary entry to Captain Scott’s entry for 
Thursday 25th January 1912.

Captain Scott’s diaries from his last 
expedition, 1910-12 can be read 
online at:
www.spri.cam.ac.uk/museum/
diaries/scottslastexpedition/

LITERACY: empathy, diary writing, 
descriptive writing, first person 
language

When you are out on the ice, miles from 
anywhere and equipment gets damaged 
you have to use whatever is available to 
mend or adapt it yourself.

Mend or adapt a piece of broken equipment. This 
could involve some sewing or glue or something more 
substantial. This activity could work well as a small group 
activity with a parent helper or could be an ongoing 
homework.

Broken pencils, rulers, holes in 
clothing, frayed sweatshirt cuffs

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY: design 
a repair, use available tools to solve 
a problem



WHAT? WHERE? WHEN? WHO?

This object is part of the collection at the Polar Museum, Scott Polar Research Institute in Cambridge  ̶  see more online at: www.spri.cam.ac.uk/museum

PONY SNOWSHOE
This snowshoe was designed to be fitted to the hoof of a pony to help 
prevent its feet sinking into soft snow. It was used on Captain Scott’s British 
Antarctic Expedition 1910–13 (also called the Terra Nova expedition, after 
the ship).

It is made from bamboo that has been coiled up and tied with wire. The 
M-shaped frames are made of plant fibres wrapped with leather. The pony’s 
foot fits between the two frames and the leather strap would be used to tie 
the snowshoe in place on the pony’s hoof.

DID YOU KNOW?
The success of these snowshoes really depended on the temperament of 
each pony. Some ponies were better natured than others. 

These snowshoes were made in India and shipped over to New Zealand so 
that they could be collected by the Terra Nova on its way to the Antarctic.

MORE DETAILS ABOUT THE OBJECT: bit.ly/PM-N-24b

SHORT FILM ABOUT THIS OBJECT: www.vimeo.com/polarmuseum/transport

DOWNLOAD A HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGE: bit.ly/PM-resources

Accession number: N: 24b – Dimensions: height: 110mm, diameter: 255mm



ACTIVITY IDEAS FOR THE CLASSROOM
Visit our website for a short film about this object, high resolution image and more: www.spri.cam.ac.uk/museum

BACKGROUND ACTIVITY IDEA RESOURCES CURRICULUM LINKS
Schools and community groups could 
raise money to sponsor a pony for the 
expedition. Ponies were named after the 
group that had sponsored them.

Imagine that you are helping Captain Scott fund his 
expedition. Discuss different types of advertising and 
advertising language. Make a newspaper advert or poster 
to persuade groups to sponsor a pony. Alternatively you 
can do some time travel and imagine a TV or radio advert.

Different types of advert: posters, 
newspapers, leaflets, online, TV and 
radio

LITERACY: advertising, persuasive 
language, reporting, speaking and 
listening

Captain Scott personally wrote to every 
group that had sponsored a pony to 
thank them.

Imagine you are Captain Scott and write a letter of thanks 
to a group that has raised money to buy a pony.

Writing paper, envelopes LITERACY: letter writing, 
handwriting, addressing an     
envelope

The ponies were bought in Siberia. They 
were small horses (or large ponies) 
known as Manchurian horses.

Using a map or globe, locate where the ponies were 
from and track their journey to the Antarctic. How did 
they get there?  Why do you think they brought ponies 
from Siberia? Compare one of the ponies with a race 
horse. What differences can you spot? How have the 
Manchurian ponies adapted to the cold?

Google Earth, maps, globe, picture 
of one of the ponies:     
www.spri.cam.ac.uk/picturelibrary/
catalogue/article/p2005.5.1066/

GEOGRAPHY: mapping and 
locations, distance
SCIENCE: adaptation

There was a standard size pony 
snowshoe, but different ponies had 
slightly different sized hooves. This 
explains why the pony shoes in the Polar 
Museum’s collection have each been 
worn down differently.

Draw around your own foot. Measure the length and 
width of your foot. Compare the foot sizes to others in 
the class. Mark the data on a graph.

Rulers, paper, graph paper MATHS: measure, collecting data, 
graphs

Not all ponies were happy to have these 
shoes fitted. Some ponies walked across 
the Antarctic without wearing them.

Look at images of the Antarctic landscape. Imagine how 
it might feel under foot. Record these words inside an 
outline of your foot. Use a thesaurus to add more words.

Google Earth, thesaurus, Antarctic 
photos

LITERACY: using a thesaurus, 
descriptive language, handwriting,



WHAT? WHERE? WHEN? WHO?

This object is part of the collection at the Polar Museum, Scott Polar Research Institute in Cambridge  ̶  see more online at: www.spri.cam.ac.uk/museum

DID YOU KNOW?
The design of sledges for use in the Antarctic has changed very little over the 
years. Most of the sledges we recognise are called Nansen sledges after their 
Norwegian designer, Fridtjof Nansen.

This sledge stayed in the Antarctic until 1956 when it was brought back 
by a British observer on Operation Deep Freeze, an American Antarctic 
expedition.

Sledges are designed to be very flexible so that they bend rather than break 
when travelling over rough surfaces.

MORE DETAILS ABOUT THE OBJECT: bit.ly/PM-Y-56-17

SHORT FILM ABOUT THIS OBJECT: www.vimeo.com/polarmuseum/transport

DOWNLOAD A HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGE: bit.ly/PM-resourcesAccession number: Y: 56/17 – Dimensions: length: 3830mm, width 540mm, height: 185mm

SLEDGE
This sledge was designed to be pulled by a team of dogs (huskies). 
It was used by the Ross Sea Party of Ernest Shackleton’s Imperial Trans-
Antarctic Expedition 1914–17 (also called the Endurance expedition, after 
the ship). The expedition was laying supply depots ready for Shackleton’s 
crossing of the continent.

The sledge is made from wood. The pieces are lashed together with string 
and rawhide (animal skin). The brackets are made of metal. The harnesses 
of the dogs were attached to a rope, known as a centre trace, which was 
attached to the rope loop at the front of the sledge.



ACTIVITY IDEAS FOR THE CLASSROOM
Visit our website for a short film about this object, high resolution image and more: www.spri.cam.ac.uk/museum

BACKGROUND ACTIVITY IDEA RESOURCES CURRICULUM LINKS
This particular sledge was pulled by a dog 
team. Most sledges were similar in size 
but could be adapted depending on how 
they were to be pulled along.

In pairs on the playground, using chalk, estimate 
and draw how big a sledge would be. Using the 
measurements given on the web link, measure and draw 
out the real dimensions of this sledge. Compare results.

Chalk, rulers, metre sticks, 
playground, more information about 
this sledge:
www.spri.cam.ac.uk/museum/
catalogue/article/y56.17/

MATHS: measuring, estimation, 
approximation, rounding up and 
down, mm, cm and m.

Sledges were loaded with supply 
boxes, equipment, tents and personal 
possessions. It always makes sense to 
travel as lightly as possible so there was 
often a strict weight limit for personal 
possessions (2 lbs / 1kg each for 
Shackleton’s men on Endurance.)

Discuss the equipment that would go on a sledge. What 
personal items would you want to take with you? List 
the items. How much do your items weigh? How do you 
compare to others? Should some people be allowed to 
take more than others? (Parts of this activity could be 
homework.)

Weighing scales MATHS: weight, addition
LITERACY: debate, speaking and 
listening

On arrival in the Antarctic, sledges were 
dismantled and reassembled due to the 
temperature having affected the knots.

Observe and measure objects. Freeze them and repeat 
the process. Defrost and repeat the process. What 
changes do you observe?

Various objects made from different 
materials, freezer, ruler, magnifying 
glasses

SCIENCE: changing states, prediction, 
observation

In order to reassemble sledges and 
secure tents, it was vital that every 
person knew how to tie knots. All the 
men would have learnt how to tie a 
variety of knots.

Research some different types of knot. Teach yourself 
how to tie one of these knots. Teach someone else how 
to tie the knot. Write some instructions. Which is the 
easiest way for you to learn?

String or thin rope, books and/or 
online videos about tying knots

LITERACY: instructions, speaking and 
listening, instructional language, 
writing instructions, bullet points

In the Antarctic snow you would see lots 
of different tracks. The camera artist 
Herbert Ponting was fascinated by these 
tracks and in 1911 he photographed 
some.

Pool ideas as to what you might find tracks of in the 
Antarctic. Take inspiration from Ponting and make some 
track based art. This could be 3D using plaster of Paris 
or self-drying clay slabs. You could make prints using 
sponges, potatoes or polystyrene tiles

Photo of tracks: 
www.spri.cam.ac.uk/picturelibrary/
catalogue/article/p2005.5.700/

ART: taking inspiration from an 
artist, using different techniques
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